
HOW HAMILTON SERVES
YOU AND YOUR DEALER
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Warehouse manager Charles Martin has seen
equipment storage more than double during his
24 years with Hamilton Equipment.

We Give Your Equipment
Tender Loving Care

TLC? Absolutely!
Hamilton Equipment employs 22 people to make

it happen in the firm’s truck fleet and warehouses.
And it’s one of the bonuses you get when you

buy equipment made by one of Hamilton’s 40
manufacturers.

The TLC treatment usually starts a month or more
before the order is even placed. Hamilton Equipment
buys a full truck of equipment at a time. For some-
thing like snowblowers that might be early July.

Then to make sure there’s no rough handling
Hamilton sends its own men and trucks to pick
up the load. As far west as the Dakotas, in fact, and
as far south as Georgia.

That also means a better break for you and your
dealer on freight charges. Up to 40% better.

Equipment is then stored under two acres of
roof at Ephrata, Pa. and Raphine, Va. until orders are
received. No rain, sleet or snow on this stuff.

Multiple
For Seeds

AND Fertilizer
AND Herbicides

AND Granular
Insecticides
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MODEL GT-77 NOW WITH MOUNTING BRACKETS FOR
HONDA ATV’s AND OTHER 3-WHEELERS.

HERD Broadcasters spread all materials 50... your
seeder can do all your broadcasting jobs.

Complete instructions sent with all seeders and are
not in Metric but in English, to make your jobeasier.

Seven models to choose from.

HERD SEEDER CO., INC.

Use Seeders
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Telephone (717) 733-7951

Hamilton Equipment,
Wholesale Distributors

Ephrata, PA Raphine, VA

Jim Martin of Hamilton Equipment protects ship-
ping carton with plastic for trip to a Pennsylvania
dealer.

The new equipment gels Hamilton’s personalized
treatment on the last leg of the journey as well. It
goes from the Ephrata and Raphine docks to your
dealer dock on a Hamilton truck. If it’s an open
truck, all cartons get a plastic wrap.

No one docs it quicker or belter than Hamilton
Equipment. Or with more lender loving care.


